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Thank you for purchasing Getting Started the Right Way In the New Millennium of 
Music Business.  Our goal was to create a stand alone resource that can be used 
by music industry professionals, and especially songwriters and creative artists to 
help navigate the complicated world of music rights, licensing and do it yourself 
music publishing. 
 
The book was originally published in 2013, and as you know, much has changed 
since then. 
 
Because our book was written based on principles, everything you find in the 
original text is accurate, but a few items need more clarification to serve as the 
reliable handbook you have come to know and expect from us. 
 
Therefore, please insert the following addendum items into your workbook, and 
mark the corresponding pages so that you know where to place the additional 
material into your readings and studies. 
 
If you have comments or questions, or if you would like information about joining 
our membership community, please do not hesitate to contact the publisher 
Songpreneurs LLC at hq@songpreneurs.com 
 
Here are the additional materials and the corresponding page numbers: 
 
Page 3 -  In the discussion of copyright registration, here are a couple 
additional bits of information: 
 

• Registration - You may use the same registration for multiple 
compositions only if the owners are the same.  For example, if you and 
your co-writers Suzie wrote five songs together, and also create a sound 
recording of those songs together, you can register the songs and sound 
recording under one form.  But if you wrote the five songs with five 
different cowriters, and only you own the sound recording, you must 
register them separately by owner.  You could do a collection of all the 
songs you wrote with Suzie, and then all the songs you wrote with Bob, 
and then register your sound recording with you as the sole owner.  It is 
standard to share the copyright fees with your co-owners. 

• Fees - The Copyright Office is considering raising the registration fees 
again to over $55.  They’re sending out surveys now to see how much 
creators will be willing to pay. 



Pages 10 – 14 Mechanical Rights and Royalt ies – here we find a lot 
of changes: 
 

• Mechanical rights are sometimes part of streaming royalties now 
depending on what kind of streaming you’re talking about.  The general 
rule of thumb is that when you only hear the song once in a random order, 
similar to AM/FM radio, then the digital stream is considered to be a public 
performance only.  But when you can re-play, listen to a particular song on 
demand, listen off-line, or pull the song onto your device for repeated 
listening, there is a mechanical component to the digital stream as well as 
a public performance element. 

• Harry Fox Agency was sold by the National Music Publishers Association 
(NMPA) to the performing rights organization SESAC in 2015.  SESAC is 
now able to license all the rights needed for online streaming, and is the 
only one of BMI, ASCAP, or SESAC to be able to do this at this time. 

• For complete clarity, change the wording on item 4 on page 14 to read: 
“Mechanical rights are separate from performance, print, or synch 
royalties.” 

• Currently the United States Congress is working to implement a piece of 
legislation called the Music Modernization Act that would create a central 
database operated by a board comprised of NMPA members and selected 
Songwriter Advocacy organization representatives charged with 
streamlining a one-stop-shop for digital streaming service providers to get 
all their mechanical licenses in one place.  This measure is widely 
supported by the music community, and by digital rights advocates, and is 
also opposed by some independents and scholars who fear even greater 
consolidation of power into the hands of those who apparently failed to 
establish a working system previously.  Is this a good thing for 
songwriters?  As the old adage goes, “We shall see.” 

 
Pages 18 – 20 Performance Royalty and Rights – here are a few 
updates 
 

• There is another U.S. based performing rights organization now called 
Global Rights that was created by super star manager Irving Azoff, and 
only handles high earning super star writers and writer/artists. 

• Both Google funded Kobalt and Sound Exchange appear to be looking to 
get into public performance royalty collection. 

• There have been reports that the PROs do not accept TuneSat or any 
other third party data when calculating their royalty pay outs. 

 
Page 21 – Synchronization Rights – a few changes here: 
 

• RumbleFish was purchased by SESAC 



• The major publishers have re-entered the synch-licensing world in a big 
way, largely because of the falling revenues for non-performing 
songwriters on streaming.  So there’s tons of competition in this field now.  
Independents can still get placements if they build the right kind of 
relationships in the synch world. 

 
Page 22 – Digital Streaming Rights – this is a big area of change, and that 
change is ongoing.  Be sure to read the trades such as Billboard, Forbes, 
Hollywood Reporter, and Variety to keep up with this: 
 

• There is no separate digital streaming right.  It is either a digital public 
performance, or a hybrid of digital public performance and mechanical.   

• The mechanical for streaming is not fixed at the statutory rate of 9.1 cents 
per unit, but depends on other factors in the marketplace, namely, what 
the digital service providers decide to pay us at this time. 

• As expressed in the mechanical addendum section, usually when the 
streaming service allows you to listen on demand, listen offline, or pull the 
song onto your device for repeat listening, there is a mechanical royalty 
factored into the total amount of royalty paid to the rights owner 

• Currently there is a major lawsuit against Spotify claiming widespread, 
willful infringement of various independently owned copyrights.  Apparently 
Spotify attempted to license all their mechanical rights needed to run their 
service from the NMPA owned HFA, and neglected to license the 
mechanical rights from independents who were not represented by Harry 
Fox / National Music Publishers Association.  

• Part of the Music Modernization Act would indemnify Spotify and other 
service providers from any claims of infringement prior to January 2018 
that were not filed in Federal Court before that date. 

• Thought for pondering: Why didn’t we just create a new digital streaming 
royalty, and create a system of monetization for it instead of dealing with 
these hybrid royalty streams – part public performance and part 
mechanical? 

 
Page 23 – Derivative Works  
 

• For your consideration, when you create your own arrangement of a public 
domain song, you can register the new composition as a new copyright, 
and with your PRO for monetization of the public performance royalty.  In 
this case, the PRO pays you only part of the money you would receive on 
a 100% new original composition. 

 
 
 
 



Page 38 – Digital Distributors 
 

• The companies that enable independents to distribute their songs into the 
marketplace come and go pretty quickly.  Since writing the book, both CD 
Baby and Tune Core were sold by their original owner / founders, and 
VibeDeck has disappeared from view.  A new company called DistroKid 
has emerged, which seems to be a preferred method of distribution, 
because of ease in use and cost.  Neither Songpreneurs LLC nor the 
author has any affiliation with these companies, and has no official 
recommendation other than based on personal use. 

• You can get your mechanical licensing through your distributor, and avoid 
paying the additional fees to HFA or an independent administrator by 
going that route.  Just select that option at checkout, and allow the digital 
distributor to pay your mechanical royalties due on each sale / stream. 

 
 
Notes: The music business is not set in stone.  In fact, it is very 
changeable and highly negotiable.  That’s why it’s so important to learn the 
principles and the reasons behind why things are how they are. This is so that 
you can negotiate the best deals for your music and for yourself as a music 
creator. 
 
You can be as creative with your music business as you can with your music if 
you adhere to a few simple principles: respect, honest, fairness, and growth of 
progress.  Just remember that progress isn’t always wrapped up in a machine or 
technology development, but sometimes is just remembering to do unto others as 
we would have done unto us. 
 
As you know, the author is not an attorney, and this reference is not intended as 
legal advice or counsel.  You must think for yourself, and make your own 
decisions based on the best available information, and the rule of your own 
conscience.   
 
Our new motto is: You can’t do wrong with your own song.   
 
Sing it with me. 
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